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ABSTRACT
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Hellenic University. The aim of the thesis is the design and implementation of an
ontology that represents the devices constituting a sensor network deployed in a
building, as semantic web services, enabling remote monitoring and management of
processes, to provide energy efficiency and better quality of life. Thesis is part of the
Smart International Hellenic University project aiming in the design, development and
evaluation of a platform consisting of the sensor network, the middleware and the
functionalities (Intelligent Applications) for creating a smart building in the
International Hellenic University.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Today, the increasing integration of computing technology in many everyday devices
large and small, even at prices affordable to the general public, is very obvious. Sensor
Networks are a specialized class of distributed networks, composed of devices that have
sensors and possibly actuators and are scattered in space, with the possibility of
communication between them and processing the information on the network.
Applications for these networks vary from applications in agriculture, health care and
smart homes. The most significant application is the creation of Ambient Intelligence
(AmI), where devices work together to support people in carrying out their everyday life
activities, in easy, natural way using information and intelligence that are hidden in the
network connecting these devices.
Providing universal descriptions and high-level interfaces for devices, significantly
eases the tasks for application developers without forcing them to be involved in
complex issues related to heterogeneity of the underlying technologies in different
platforms.
Internet and the Web are now the most prominent communication medium through the
world. A natural and obvious extension of existing Internet technologies is to
incorporate the physical world into the digital to support more natural human-computer
interaction and to build more intelligent application and services, achieving the goal of
the so called “Internet of Things”.
Semantic Web is the extension of the World Wide Web that enables people to share
content beyond the boundaries of applications and websites. The Semantic Web
expresses a vision in which the information is now "understandable" by computers, to
increase their capabilities and automate procedures related to the discovery of
information sharing and, consequently, the combination of information found on the
Web. The aim is the representation of web content in a format that is easily editable by
computers, but also the use of intelligent techniques to exploit that content. The
representation of the content will be based on the meta-data (data about data), which is
part of meaning (semantics) of data (i.e. their semantics). This is called Semantic
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Annotation, which by attaching names, attributes, comments, descriptions, to an existing
piece of data, to a document or to a selected part in a text or to a device, etc., provides
additional information (metadata) about it.
Semantic annotation allows the real world resources and sensor data to be connected to
the existing semantic Web. This associates abundant data and knowledge to the original
and inferred sensor data, improving the ways that sensor data is utilised; e.g. the data
can be exploited to design enhanced services through the use of reasoning and rules.
The Semantic Web is based on Ontologies. An ontology is a set of data with semantic
content. An ontology consists of concepts (or classes), which is anything that can be
said something about it, of relationships, representing the interactions between the
concepts, of axioms, that describe proposals that are always true and of snapshots that
represent specific elements. An ontology has a dual role, one provides a common
vocabulary and the other ensures a common understanding of the domain knowledge
which it models. The main applications of Semantic Web technologies are the semantic
search on search engines, the use of software agents to find information and the
Semantic Gateways.
Α new standardized technology for creating Web-based applications is the technology
of Web services. A Web service is basically an application, an entity which contains
data that are necessary for its operation, but also the logic with which it is used, and
provides a particular aspect of functionality to users. The W3C defines a "Web service"
as "a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction
over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-processable format
(specifically Web Services Description Language, known by the acronym WSDL).
Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description
using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in
conjunction with other Web-related standards. Generally, this technology has come to
resolve the problems of usability and interoperability of electronic services.
Web services, is a major new trend in standards-based software technology. It is a
loosely coupled architecture that fits into an existing system/infrastructure and is more
flexible to enhance the application later. They change the business over the Web and
redesign the e-commerce model. They can also help companies to integrate disparate
2
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systems for less money than traditional methods. Apart from all the obvious applications
they offer, they can also provide a great force to AmI applications.
Energy Management Systems and Building Control Systems are becoming a very
important area of growth in the 21st century Green Economy. It requires many
optimized specialties and techniques that span over a wide area of engineering: Network
protocols and standards, embedded systems, and Building Standards.
The Smart Building concept enables remote monitoring and management of processes
while providing energy efficiency. The Smart International Hellenic University project
is a research project in the field of Information Communication Technologies (ICT) for
sustainable growth, energy efficiency and better quality of life. The aim is the design,
development and evaluation of a platform consisting of the sensor network, the
middleware and the functionalities (Intelligent Applications) for creating a smart
building in the International Hellenic University.
The network involves different communication protocols, (such as Wi-Fi and Zigbee)
data formats, working platforms and configurations and many times different data
abstraction levels. The role of the middleware is the integration of different software
architectures based on web services. Web Services and the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA), provide cross-platform access under a common access protocol
(SOAP messages), resolving accessibility issues. More particularly, the system is
designed for remote Internet-based operation: all building-wide monitoring and
controlling capabilities are published in the form of modular web services, while
automation design involves one centralized system to control the lights, electrical
devices and room temperature in a room.
While the syntactic descriptions provide information about the structure of input and
output messages of an interface and about how to invoke the service, semantics are
needed to describe what a Web service actual does. These semantics, when expressed in
formal languages, disambiguate the description of Web services interfaces, paving the
way for automatic discovery, composition and integration of software components.
Semantic Annotations for Web Services and a suitable Web Service Ontology
disambiguate service descriptions, by making them machine-interpretable and enabling
reasoning on them. As a result, automated Web Service discovery and Web Service
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Matching/Selection is enhanced offering major contribution to the overall system's
intelligence. This is the main aim of this thesis, namely the design and implementation
of an ontology that represents the devices constituting a sensor network deployed in a
building, as semantic web services, enabling remote monitoring and management of
processes, to provide energy efficiency and better quality of life.

Structure of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents in detail the literature review, providing an introduction to Sensor
Networks, their applications and the most significant of them, Ambient Intelligence
(AmI), which is related to the subject of this thesis. Furthermore, the most used and
prominent communication medium, Semantic Web and Ontologies (in which it is based)
are described in detail. Finally, the new software technology for creating Web-based
applications, i.e. the Web services and their extension Semantic Web services, as well as
the most common related with them programming tools (like OWL-S, SAWSDL,
WSMO, etc) and some applications, conclude the chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the problem that this thesis tries to solve. Actually it describes the
Smart International Hellenic University research project (Smart IHU), its architecture,
the devices that constitute its sensor network and the need of the middleware to integrate
different communication protocols, data formats, working platforms and configurations.
Chapter 4 describes the solution proposed, i.e. a Smart Device Network Ontology which
disambiguates service descriptions, by making them machine-interpretable and enabling
reasoning on them. It also presents briefly the ontology tool Protégé (and ProtégéOWL), the platform we used to develop this ontology and the application of this
ontology to the Smart IHU environment in order to evaluate it.
Finally, Chapter 5, summarizes the major results and contributions of this thesis, and
highlights some directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Internet and Web are now the most prominent communication medium through the
world. The existing Internet has been less concerned on providing a global solution to
sense the physical world incidents, which could ease more natural and modest humanmachine interaction. This vision is related to the aim of Mark Weiser's Ubiquitous
Computing [Weiser, 1991] which stated that "the most profound technologies are
those that disappear, they weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they
are indistinguishable from it", as well as the recent proposal of Internet of Things [I.
C. Union, 2005].
The goal of the Internet of Things is to incorporate the physical world into the digital
to support more natural human-computer interaction and to build more intelligent
application and services.
To realise the vision of ubiquitous computing and its application paradigm "ambient
intelligence or AmI", i.e. creating a global (wireless) sensor network and service
environment, data collected from heterogeneous wireless sensor and actuator
networks have to be integrated and made available to different services and
applications. The observation has recently encouraged development of sensor and
actuator data representation using semantic Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001]
technologies, for example, the Semantic Sensor Web [Sheth et al., 2008], OntoSensor
[Russomanno et al., 2005], the SensorData Ontology proposed in [Barnaghi et al,
2009], and other research works on creating service layers such as [Eid et al, 2007,
Kim et al, 2008].
In the following, the concepts of Sensor Networks and Ambient Intelligence as well
as Semantic Annotation, the Semantic Web and Ontologies are described in detail.
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2.1 SENSOR/SMART DEVICES & NETWORKS
Today, the increasing integration of computing technology in many everyday devices
large and small, even at prices affordable to the general public, is very obvious.
Sensor Networks are a specialized class of distributed networks, which in recent years
have raised the interest of the research community, because of the broad field of their
applications.
These networks are composed of devices that have sensors and possibly actuators and
are scattered in space, with the possibility of communication between them and
processing the information on the network. The aim of these networks is the
monitoring of the development of an effect, or detecting environmental conditions and
to send the collected data in a central node, the control center. The device features are
generally limited, due to their small size, their low cost and sometimes their
consumable role. Some of the key challenges arising in these networks, by their
nature, are the optimal management of energy resources of each node, the effective
combined processing of messages and the reliable information routing that is collected
in the control center, as well as the dynamic and autonomous organization of the
network.
Applications for these networks vary from applications in agriculture, health care and
smart homes. The most significant application is the creation of Ambient Intelligence.
In practice, in an ambient intelligence world, devices work together to support people
in carrying out their everyday life activities, tasks and rituals in easy, natural way
using information and intelligence that is hidden in the network connecting these
devices. This model is the technological development of recent years, described
otherwise as the adjustment of the machines in the human environment, where the
user is always and everywhere surrounded by computing machines.
The development of sensor networks in combination with the desire to implement
complex and more integrated applications, has resulted in networks containing
heterogeneous nodes, such as nodes with different architecture, different sensors, with
different processing and communication skills or nodes with animation capabilities or
performance tasks (actuators) in response to commands from the control center.
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In addition, in many applications there is the need for interconnection of multiple
networks of sensors and distribution of information collected via the Internet to
remote servers with greater processing abilities, to databases, PDAs or mobile phones,
to end-user workstations and other devices. In this way an overlay sensor network is
created, the management and efficient use of which requires new organizational
architectures of networks, information dissemination custom protocols and platforms
that facilitate the programming of such networks.
For this reason, the scientific community focuses on designing specific environments
software between the applications developer and overlay sensor networks, which
belong to the middleware. These environments undertake to manage low or upper
level issues in the sensor networks, which should not concern the developer every
time he wants to implement an application. The ultimate aim is to provide high-level
services on overlay networks facilitating the development of many applications and
creating an ambient intelligent (AmI) environment. AmI is presented in more details
in the next section.

2.1.1

AMBIENT INTELLIGENCE

The Pervasive or Ambient Intelligence (AmI) or Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp) is
the evolution of human-computer interaction, with the difference that AmI refers to
the merging of computer with everyday human activity (Figure 2.1). Mark Weiser is
the initiator of this idea and is widely known as the father of AmI, a term he coined in
1988.

Figure 2.1 Ambient Intelligence
7
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Everyday life, as outlined by the vision of AmI and ubiComp, is illustrated
diagrammatically in Figure 2.2. An employee or entrepreneur fitted with gadgets that
attract him, instead of a laptop. The devices form a "body area network". The term
merely emphasizes the new technology: many gadgets instead of a laptop. Then, the
user can use them to execute processes remotely in the smart home: to interact with
domestic appliances and lighting, but also with the smart car, the devices in the office
and services offered by third parties such as supermarkets and restaurants that he
visits. All of these are made with little or no interaction from the side of user.

Figure 2.2 Graphical performance of AmI technologies in everyday life

One of the most crucial characteristics of AmI applications is the user interface. The
area of human-computer interface is constantly investigating new ways, but mostly
new devices, to discover and become accessible to the public, new ways to interact
with the machines. These arrangements should own, and in the case of AmI, offer
comfort and abstraction. Naturally, the traditional interface of keyboard-mouse
combination is unsuitable for almost every possible AmI scenario. Many times the
vision of AmI collates the user interface to virtual reality applications.
Such an interface, from the popular science-fiction movie Minority Report, is shown
in Figure 2.3. The central character treats and moves windows to a computer program
only with his hands‟ movements while they viewed as holograms.
8
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Figure 2.3 AmI in the movies: the Minority Report interface

Another scene is the one that shows the shopping in the future. As the hero enters the
commercial center, the iris of his eye is scanned. It is identified with a unique way,
and a purchase recommendation is displayed beside him like a hologram in the form
of a saleswoman. Then, she greets him with a speech, reminds him the past purchases
and proposes new products. In Figure 2.4 the scene of the movie is shown.

Figure 2.4 AmI in the movies: shopping in the future, in Minority Report
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AmI in Robotics and Trading
Today, we are on the threshold of a new era where previously inaccessible sensors
become available to the general public. Already in the field of gaming, the big firms
offer cost suggestions from 100 to 300 Euros of remote control consoles, not with
joystick and buttons but with movements of the human body. And when these sensors
are exploited by the programming community, they can be used for all sorts of AmI
applications.
The first innovation came with the Nintendo Wii's controller, which at a cost of 30
million provides gyroscope, infrared sensor and Bluetooth. This can be used as a
motion controller for Internet TV, as well as a sensor. Even more innovative is the
Kinect platform for Microsoft‟s XBOX, which is an extremely inexpensive 3D
camera. The programming community has released open source drivers for it, paving
the way for a variety of amateur applications (known in the community as Kinect
Hacks), such as handling a computer, a browser on TV or anything we can imagine
using only natural gestures (Figure 2.5). All of these make the vision of sciencefiction to seem nearest than ever.

Figure 2.5 Microsoft KINECT: Handling the computer with hand-pointing

All major IT and electronics companies are interested in the research of Ambient
Intelligence: HP, Nokia, Microsoft, Philips are a few examples. Products from this
research are mainly various prototypes for smart Windows that change the content
10
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depending on the mood of the user. One of them operated with gestures creates smart
and stylish "blinds" in the form of tree foliage.

Figure 2.6 AmI in robotics

Another research platform of Philips that is worth mentioning is the iCat robot. ICat
has hand speakers for speech and some LED lights for feedback but its main feature is
the many engines in his face, enabling him to move his eyebrows, lips and eyelids,
changing expressions. Figure 2.7 illustrates some of the wide range of iCat
expressions.

Figure 2.7 Feelings expressions of iCAT
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While most robots are expressionless or without facial features the iCat offers a
research platform for user experience feedback on expression of emotions. Many
experiments with iCat are interesting AmI applications. Experiments carried out in
two phases. In the first, iCat program is more outgoing, social and uplifting, changing
many expressions, while in the second the program becomes more introverted, less
changing expressions and giving one-word answers.
One such experiment is the scenario of TV Guide, where iCat watches TV along with
the user. When it recognizes the projected program he tells the information to the user
and asks him if he likes it. If not, then he suggests other programs that are currently
being played. The experiment is performed in two phases, with an expressive and an
inexpressible plan. In conclusion, iCat provides a very interesting new dimension to
the interaction with AmI projects, giving the user many expressions of feedback
instead of a cold-dimensional voice.
A second application of AmI and robotics is the example of the robot family,
DustBot. Under the DustBot project, two robots were created that collect the waste of
citizens, but also inform them about the environmental conditions. When conditions
perceived by the sensors are unsustainable, they emit a warning. More interesting is
that people call DustBot with SMS and it finds them to collect their garbage. This
serves people in inaccessible or pedestrian areas. The pilot program ran in Italy,
Sweden and Ireland.
The common denominator in DustBot and iCat is that both robots operate on the outer
edge of the user, making his life easier, without requiring his full attention, according
to the dictates of AmI.
Even the most modern designers incorporate AmI elements in their gadgets. One
popular method is to view useful information on everyday objects. In Figure 2.8 a
very common application is shown, where useful information is displayed in the
bathroom mirror. So, the modern user no longer needs to open the computer to display
the weather, the course of his shares, but also a lot of information about his health,
metabolism etc.
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Figure 2.8 Details are projected onto everyday objects, like a mirror in the bathroom

Context Awareness
Context-aware systems are systems that are aware of their situation (or context) in
their physical, virtual (ICT) and user environment, and can adapt the system to this in
some way, benefiting from knowledge in that situation. For example, in the personal
memories scenario, which [Poslad, 2009] is an example of a UbiComp application,
the AV recording is person-aware, location-aware (via GPS), time-aware and
networked to interact with other ICT devices such as printers and a family-and-friends
database (Figure 2.9), the camera can detect the distance of the camera to the subject
of the photo and automatically adapt the focus of a camera lens when recording the
image.

Figure 2.9 Personal Memories Scenario
13
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The term context-aware was first used in 1994 by Schilit and Theimer to refer to a
system that can provide context-relevant information and services to users and
applications. Schilit et al. (1995) also defined a context-aware system as a system that
adapts itself to the context. There are many other similar definitions. For example,
Dey (2000) defines a system to be context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant
information and, or services to the user, where relevancy depends on user‟s task. Ryan
et al. (2008) define a context-aware system as having the ability to detect and sense,
interpret and response to aspects of a user‟s local environment and to the computing
devices themselves.
There are a range of definitions for context. Some are more concrete and others are
more abstract. Dey and Abowd (2000) define context as “any information that can be
used to characterize the situation of an entity that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and an application”. An example of a more concrete
definition of context is to define it as a member from the set of context types, such as
location, identities of nearby people, objects and changes to those objects [Schilit and
Theimer, 1994]. There are many possible useful sets of contexts-these often depend
on applications‟ use of the context. Environment monitoring uses multiple types of
distributed sensors to determine an environment context such as air pollution,
temperature, humidity. Time, location and person can be combined into a diary
context for a personal scheduler application
AmI aims to make pervasive computing more usable through natural interaction,
personalized and efficient services, and context awareness. Having context awareness
is very important in knowing when and where a service can happen, what triggers a
service provision, how to provide a service to whom and so on. Thus context
awareness is essential to achieving AmI and can be achieved by context ontologies
based on semantic annotation and semantic web technologies.

2.2 SEMANTIC ANNOTATION
Annotation, or tagging, is about attaching names, attributes, comments, descriptions,
etc. to a document or to a selected part in a text. It provides additional information
(metadata) about an existing piece of data. Semantic Annotation helps to bridge the
14
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ambiguity of the natural language when expressing notions and their computational
representation in a formal language. By telling a computer how data items are related
and how these relations can be evaluated automatically, it becomes possible to process
complex filter and search operations.
Providing universal descriptions and high-level interfaces for sensor and actuator data
significantly ease the tasks for application developers without forcing them to be
involved in complex issues related to heterogeneity of the underlying technologies in
different platforms. Research in the semantic Web community in the past decade has
developed well established standards, i.e. formal knowledge representation framework
(i.e. RDF5, RDFS6, and OWL7) and ontologies. These standard representations are
an ideal choice for modeling various sensor data (sensor node and interface
descriptions, and also observation and measurement data collected from sensors) at
different levels to support interoperability. More importantly, enriched descriptions
can be easily integrated with sensor data in forms of semantic annotation, and logical
reasoning can be performed over the sensor data to support advanced query and
retrieval tasks.
There have been a number of works focusing on the development of representation
models for sensor data using ontologies [Russomanno et al., 2005, Kim et al, 2008].
OntoSensor [Russomanno et al., 2005] constructs an ontology-based descriptive
specification model for sensors by excerpting parts of SensorML descriptions and
extending the IEEE Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO). However, it does
not provide a descriptive model for observation and measurement data. The work
presented in [Kim et al, 2008] proposes an ontology-based model for service oriented
sensor data and networks, but how to represent and interpret complex sensor data is
not specified. Eid et al. [Eid et al., 2007] propose a universal ontology which includes
three sub-ontologies, i.e. extension plug-in ontology, sensor data ontology, and sensor
hierarchy ontology. Similarly, the model does not provide details of sensor data
specification and relationships between complex sensor data. The SensorData
Ontology developed in [Barnaghi et al., 2009] is built based on Observations &
Measurements" and SensorML specifications defined by the Sensor Web Enablement
(SWE) [Botts et al., 2008].
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In conclusion, through the semantic annotation, the real world resources and sensor
data can be connected to the existing semantic Web. This associates abundant data
and knowledge to the original and inferred sensor data, improving the ways that
sensor data is utilised; e.g. the data can be exploited to design enhanced services
through the use of reasoning and rules.

2.2.1

THE SEMANTIC WEB

The idea of the Web is mainly attributed to the English engineer and computer
scientist Tim Berners-Lee, who in 1989, during his cooperation with CERN
(European Organization for Nuclear Research), suggested the combination of
hypertext, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Domain Name [Gillies &
Cailliau, 2000]. Computer networks were, of course, existed much earlier (late 1960 early 1970) and were used for communication between researchers and military
purposes. The proposal, however, of Tim Berners-Lee was the one that led to the birth
of the World Wide Web. Then, he designed the first Web browser and the first server
(Web server) of the Internet and, like this, he completed the term of the internet, as we
know it today. In 1994, Berners-Lee founded the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C), an organization that helps set standards for the Web and proposing ideas for
improvement of infrastructure and operation. W3C standards are based in royalty-free
technology so they can be adopted by anyone.
Since then, the Web now helps in processing numerous processes, like finding sites
that contain certain keywords, the discovery of a cheaper product amongst other
similar products, the integration of different types of transactions, and dealings etc.
Most of these processes, however, cannot be completed without the intervention of a
human-user and the websites are designed so as to be readable and understandable by
people rather than machines.
Most of today‟s Web content is suitable for human consumption. Even Web content
that is generated automatically from databases is usually presented without the
original structural information found in databases. Typical Web uses today people‟s
seeking and making use of information, searching for and getting in touch with other
people, reviewing catalogs of online stores and ordering products by filling out forms.
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The Key Problem of Today‟s Web: The meaning of Web content is not machineaccessible: lack of semantics.
Semantic Web is the extension of the World Wide Web that enables people to share
content beyond the boundaries of applications and websites. The Semantic Web
[Berners-Lee et al., 2001] expresses a vision in which the information is now
"understandable" by computers, to increase their capabilities and automate procedures
related to the discovery of information sharing and, consequently, the combination of
information found on the Web. The aim is the representation of web content in a
format that is easily editable by computers, but also the use of intelligent techniques to
exploit that content [Wahlster et al., 2002]. The representation of the content will be
based on the meta-data (data about data), which is part of meaning (semantics) of data
(i.e. their semantics).
According to this vision, "...computers will become more able to analyze all the data
on the Web, content, links and interactions between humans and computers. This
"Semantic Web" which will make possible all this still doesn't exist, but when this
happens, the mechanisms of trade, bureaucracy and our daily lives will be taken over
by machines which "talk" to machines. The "intelligent agents" that are being
"advertised" for so long will finally become a reality. "
On the other hand, the vision of the Semantic Web will not end when systems that
understand the semantics behind the websites will have been developed, but Web
extensions will continue, as it would make more and more technologies and tools
[Thuraisingham, 2002]. Figure 2.10 illustrates the transformation of the World Wide
Web in the form of Semantic Web. In the very recent past (1990s‟) there was HTML
and HTTP, and later the meta-data and XML. Today there are technologies like RDF,
OWL, and the various ontology languages, and the first most common applications of
logic and evidence, while no one can predict exactly what future technologies reserve.
Since its creation, the Internet evolution features are limitless.
Finally, it is worth noting that the Semantic Web is also an initiative of the W3C,
which has created the relative activity (Semantic Web Activity), which covers both the
design specifications and the high technology development, through cooperation.
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Figure 2.10 : From WWW to Semantic Web

Semantic Web Architecture
Tim Berners-Lee has submitted four proposals on the Semantic Web architecture,
which are shown in Figure 2.11. However, none of the proposals Berners-Lee did
reach the level of W3C Recommendation.
Berners-Lee, as a member of the W3C, supports the establishment of specific
software design principles, and highlights four key attributes: simplicity, modularity,
decentralisation and tolerance [Berners- Lee, 1998]. Simplicity indicates that only a
few key elements should be used to achieve the required results. Modularity ensures
that there will be a system designed with loose coupling and tight data consistency of
the form. Decentralisation helps to avoid any single point that can cause a complete
system failure, and, finally, tolerance must be such to strike the contemporary needs
with the existing (more conservative) applications.
All versions of the Semantic Web architecture are organized into levels, where each
level is based on the previous level technologies. A brief description of the fourth
version of the architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 : The four versions of the Semantic Web architecture, by Tim Berners Lee

The character encoding standard, Unicode, is at the lowest level along with the
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), through which the Internet resources are
uniquely identified on the Semantic Web. In the next levels there are the
representation of meta-data (via XML) and the Extensible Stylesheet Language RDF,
which is the interface of meta-data. The ontology languages RDF/S and OWL (see
next section) are based on the previous level of RDF and are common and shared
terminology dictionaries, aiming at mutual understanding of the terms contained in
the exchanged documents. The level of the rules provides standards for the exchange
of rules between applications and extends the data model of RDF and OWL.
The level of Unifying Logic is based on previous layers and is currently under
investigation. The purpose of this level is to describe a standard mathematical logic,
which will combine the semantics of all the different models (RDF, RDF/S, OWL,
SPARQL, RIF) in a single, coherent theoretical model to achieve the best possible
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"cooperation" of different parts/technologies of a software system on the Semantic
Web.
Levels of proof and trust are also under investigation. Nevertheless, their role is very
important, because in future applications of Semantic Web multiple layers of
technologies and 'intelligence' are expected to be involved, which requires the
presence of mechanisms of justification and explanation of the results that may arise.
More specifically, the evidence will provide a mathematically approved methodology
to explain the reasoning that has led to a particular conclusion, while the element of
trust offers an additional way of evaluating the data based on their reliability.
In addition to the above, there is a range of technologies based on RDF and OWL
languages or provide interoperability with the languages of the Semantic Web,
helping dramatically with the development of the latter, without, however, being
included in any of the 'official' versions of the architecture. There are many of these
technologies that are well known especially in relation to linked data, such as DC
(Dublin Core), FOAF (Friend Of A Friend) and SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and
RDF Query Language). Some of the most popular are described below:
o GRDDL (Gleaning Resource Descriptions from Dialects of Languages)
[Connolly, 2007]: A W3C standard for XML and XHTML encoding, with
additional metadata, which can be syntactically analyzed by XSL translators and
converted to RDF
o RDFa (Resource Description Framework in Attributes) [Adida & Birbeck, 2008]:
A W3C standard for defining new attributes in XHTML, which are automatically
analyzed and constructed as objects of RDF classes. RDFa is widely used to add
data readable by machines directly into web pages
o SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) [Miles & Bechhofer, 2009]: It is
based on RDF and is the starting point for creating new vocabularies. Basically, it
is an upper-level ontology
o SAWSDL (Semantic Annotation for Web Service Description Language) [Farrell
& Lausen, 2007]: A W3C standard for labeling web services with RDF or OWL
metadata (or other Ontology language) for the optimization of the discovery
services process. SAWSDL defines how to add semantic annotations to various
parts of a WSDL document and its related XML schema files. These annotations
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are expressed by means of three SAWDSL attributes: the modelReference is used
to link WSDL elements (e.g., operation names, input, and output messages) or
XML Schema elements representing data types, with concepts in existing
ontologies while the liftingSchemaMapping and loweringSchemaMapping
attributes are used to specify mappings among semantic data and XML structures.
SAWSDL does not support the specification of service conversations. However, it
is generally combined with WS-BPEL7, an OASIS candidate standard for the
specification of business processes, for describing service conversations.

2.2.2

ONTOLOGIES

As stated by Gruber, the ontology is defined as "an explicit and formal specification
of an invent (conceptualization)" [Gruber, 1993] and provides a formal description of
a field of interest (domain). As "invent" (or, alternatively, "conceptual
representation") an abstract model of phenomena in the world is meant, in which the
concepts related to these phenomena have been identified. The term "explicit" refers
to the fact that the nature of the concepts used and the restrictions concerning the use
of these concepts are defined and registered with clarity. Finally, the term "standard"
(formal) refers to the fact that the ontology must be mechanically readable and this
can only be achieved through a mathematical specified semantics and syntax.
According to a more current definition of the same author "an ontology defines a set
of representational structures, which is modeled through a field of interest" [Gruber,
2009]. An ontology is composed of terms and relationships among terms. The terms
denote concepts (object classes) in the field, while the associations describe
hierarchical relationships between terms, properties that relate objects between them,
relations of equivalence classes, and separation and semantic relationships among
terms using logic.
Ontologies are a valuable tool for the Semantic Web [Pulido et al., 2006], while they
provide a common understanding of a field, to overcome differences in meaning and
terminology of the importance of terms [Horrocks et al., 2005]. For this reason, it is
said that ontologies support semantic interoperability between applications of the
World Wide (and semantic) Web. These applications include search engines,
information portals, intelligent agents and web services.
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Currently, the most important languages for the Semantic Web ontologies are:
o RDF (Resource Description Framework) [Beckett 2004] is a data model for
resources, and the correlations between them. The language provides a model with
simple semantics to describe the data and uses XML for its codification.
o RDF Schema (RDF/S) [Brickley & Guha, 2004] is a vocabulary description
language through which the classes and properties of RDF resources are
described. The text is accompanied by semantics regarding hierarchy correlations
of classes and properties and is inspired by the semantic networks, frames, shapes,
databases and data models graphs.
o OWL (Web Ontology Language) [Van Harmelen & McGuinness, 2004] is a much
more expressive vocabulary description language through which classes, as well
as complex properties that link them, are described, such as cardinality, equality,
formulations (typing), property characteristics (e.g. symmetry), and enumerated
classes.

OWL

language

provides

three

sub-languages

of

increasing

expressiveness, depending on their intended use: OWL-Lite, OWL-DL and OWLFull (Figure 2.12). OWL-DL has close relationship to the Descriptive Logic
[Horrocks et al., 2003] which is a subset of the first order logic.

Figure 2.12 The three OWL sub-languages

o The OWL 2 Web Ontology Language, informally OWL 2, is an ontology
language for the Semantic Web that became a W3C Recommendation on Oct 27
2009. OWL 2 is compatible with the OWL standard of 2004 (now referred to as
"OWL 1") which it supersedes. Like in OWL 1, the main syntactic form of OWL
2 ontologies is based on an RDF serialization, although various alternative
syntactic forms are available too.
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o OWL-S, formerly known as DAML-S, is an ontology for web services based on
OWL, which provides a set of markup language constructs for the semantic
description of the properties and capabilities of web services (is described in detail
in the following sub-section).
RDF and RDF/S are mostly languages for modeling metadata and define
vocabularies, respectively, although they are improperly considered as ontology
languages, while they do not have reasoning mechanisms. These languages are from
February 2004, W3C Recommendations, which are officially considered standard
Web technologies.

2.3 SEMANTIC WEB SERVICES
A Web service is basically an application, an entity which provides a particular aspect
of functionality to users and it can be accessed by any system via the Internet using
existing communication standards such as XML and HTTP. The service contains data
that are necessary for its operation, but also the logic with which they are used.
In fact, it is a new standardized technology for creating Web-based applications. A
key feature of the standardization of Web services is that they use XML to build the
infrastructure on which the communication with other programs is being made,
regardless of programming language and platform. Generally, this technology has
come to resolve the problems of usability and interoperability of electronic services.
Information systems based on Web Services provide great force to AmI applications.
In this section there is an overview of this technology and then the linking and the
reasoning for widespread use in AmI applications becomes apparent.

2.3.1

WEB SERVICES

Web Services are information systems that give access, via network, and possibly
Internet, in other remote systems‟ procedures. In correspondence with the remote
procedures call, processing is made on the remote node and the result returns. For
example, a Web Service can accept a number as input, and returns the result to the
client.
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As defined by the W3C, a Web Service is a software system, designed to support
interoperability in computational machine interactions [I. C. Union, 2005]. It has a
description in WSDL (Web Service Description Language) (Figure 2.14) that defines
the messages it exchanges with other systems. These messages are defined by SOAP
(Simple Object Access protocol) and transported over HTML, after being made
sequentially XML, in conjunction with other Web protocols. In summary, the services
must be defined, described and discovered.

Figure 2.13 WSDL & SOAP

This definition emphasizes the interoperability of Web Services and establishes
protocols for its operation. Clearly, the biggest advantage of using Web Services is the
ability to call and use them from any machine with access to their operation network
or the Internet. In addition, Web Services are flexible, reusable, loosely connected,
and have a large scale possibility, linking a variety of platforms, applications and
business partners.
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Figure 2.14 WSDL stock quote example

However, there is a distinction between clearly defined Web Services and the most
abstract Web Services. The first are distinguished for WSDL descriptions mentioned
above and are often called RESTful because they comply with the REST standard.
The REST (REpresent State Transfer) standard attempts to distinguish the
architectural descriptions that use protocols like HTTP, limiting interfaces to a set of
clearly certain actions (such as GET, POST, PUT, DELETE for HTTP). Figure 2.15
shows the fields that each of the Web Services Description Language, WSDL 1.1 and
2.0 contains. WSDL 2.0 allows better implementation of RESTful Web Services,
since it supports all HTTP request methods, but is not supported much by
development tools.

Figure 2.15 WSDL 1.1 and WSDL 2.0
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Figure 2.16 illustrates the Web Services architecture. The Service Provider
"advertises" or otherwise notifies the availability of such Service, by sending the
WSDL description to a Service Broker. This registers the Services in a UDDI
registrations table (an XML-entries language) and sends the WSDL descriptions to
each interested Service Requester, mediating between him and the provider. If he
wishes to make use of the service directly, he communicates with the supplier with
SOAP messages.

Figure 2.16 Web Services Architecture

Systems architecture based entirely on Web services is called SOA (Service Oriented
Architecture). According to this, the data are accessible as services, such as the
software, and also entire platforms (Data as a Service, Software as a Service, Platform
as a Service).

2.3.2

SEMANTIC ANNOTATION OF WEB SERVICES

Most existing descriptions of Web Services do not provide sufficient information to
indicate the semantic meaning of characteristics and capabilities of the service.
Therefore, most services are not fully clear and certain. In order for the functions
related to the services to become more efficient and more automated, machines should
manage at the whole extent the description of services, so that they can correctly
interpret its content.
Thus, the idea that came to solve the problem was the semantic annotation, based on
the idea of the Semantic Web. Consequently, Web Services are now based on
ontologies. Web Services that offer a semantic description of their characteristics are
referred to as Semantic Web Services.
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2.3.3

OWL-S

OWL-S is an OWL ontology to describe various features of semantic web services.
This effort has its roots in DAML-S (DAML Service Ontology), which was
announced in 2001 and was the first official attempt for the semantic description of
services. The ontology defines the high-level Service concept and three subontologies known as Service Profile, Service Model and Service Grounding, as shown
in the figure below.

Figure 2.17 The conceptual model of the OWL-S ontology

Service Profile
Each object of the Service class presents none or many Service Profiles. A service
profile is what the service does for advertising and also serves as a model for service
requests. Therefore, the service profile allows the semantic search for services. The
profile includes non-functional properties such as references to classification schemes
(e.g. UNSPC), or ontologies, information about the service provider, quality
assessment, etc. However, the most significant information provided by the profile is
the specifications for the functionality offered by the service.
The conversion of information is represented by inputs and outputs and the change of
the world‟s status caused by the service performed is defined by preconditions and
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effects. Inputs and outputs refer to OWL classes, describing the type of objects to be
sent to the service and the expected responses.
The form of expression of preconditions and effects is not predetermined, but several
formalisms can be used within the OWL ontology, for example, the rule language
SWRL. A potential problem of these conditions is that the semantics are not covered
by the expressiveness of the OWL-S ontology, but the ontology contains "indicators"
in the expression languages. Therefore, the entities that exchange OWL-S descriptions
or use them for services search, must agree on the description language for these
conditions and on the concept of "similar", which is not defined in the template.

Service Model
A service can be described by a service model, which indicates how the service
works. The main objective of the service model is to authorize the implementation,
composition and monitoring of a service. The service model considers the interactions
of service as a process. A process is not necessarily a program that should be
executed, but a specification of ways in which an application can interact with the
service.
OWL-S separates the processes to atomic, simple, and composite. Atomic processes
are simple procedures, while simple processes are aspects of simple or composite
processes. Composite processes are defined by atomic or simple processes using flow
structures such as sequence, split or join. As before, a potential problem is that the
semantics of flow structures cannot be expressed in DL and cannot therefore be
incorporated in the OWL ontology.

Service Grounding
In order to achieve the mapping of OWL-S standard in the world of Web services, a
service must support grounding, which assigns the structures of the service model in
standard message formats, protocols, etc. More specifically, OWL-S allows the
mapping of atomic processes in WSDL operations and the exits and entrances to
WSDL messages. These mappings may have XSLT transformations, so it is possible
to reconcile the various OWL definitions in XML schema.
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2.3.4

SAWSDL

SAWSDL (Semantic Annotations for WSDL) [Farrell & Lausen, 2007] is a set of
properties that can be added to the WSDL description language, through which we
can integrate to Web services descriptions references to semantic models, such as
ontologies. It should be noted that SAWSDL does not constitute a separate language
for the description of the services, but provides the necessary mechanisms to associate
the elements of a WSDL document with semantic concepts. Software programs can
interpret these concepts in order to automate tasks related to Web services, such as
discovery, service composition and invocation. As a W3C standard, SAWSDL is a
common basis for the development of other frameworks for Semantic Web services.
Concepts that are extremely important for understanding the overall frame that
surrounds the specific technology [Farrell & Lausen, 2007]:
o Semantic Model: a set of editable representations of computational entities.
This set serves to model a field of knowledge.
o Concept: an element of the semantic model.
o Semantic Annotation: defines a concept in a semantic model in order to
describe the portion of the document to which it relates.
o Semantics: refers to the set of concepts that can describe a semantic
description.

Figure 2.18 SAWSDL in a picture
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2.3.5

WSMO

WSMO (Web Service Modeling Ontology) is an ontology that aims to describe the
various features of the Semantic Web services. Using as a basis the framework
WSMF (Web Service Modeling Framework) [Fensel & Bussler, 2002], it extends it
by setting up a formal ontology, and a set of languages. WSMF uses four top-level
elements as basic concepts. These are the ontologies, which provide the terminology
used in Web Services, Web Service descriptions that define the various aspects of a
service and the mediators, who solve the problems of interoperability. The design of
WSMO was based on the following principles [J. de Bruijn et al., 2005]:
o

Compliance with the World Wide Web standards

o

Use of the ontologies technology

o

Strict Decoupling

o

Centrality of Mediation

o

Ontological role separation

o

Description and implementation

o

Service and Web Service

2.3.6

APPLICATIONS OF WEB SERVICES

Web services, is a major new trend in standards-based software technology. It is a
loosely coupled architecture that fits into an existing system/infrastructure and is more
flexible to enhance the application later.
Web services change the business over the Web and redesign the e-commerce model.
They also can help companies to integrate disparate systems for less money than
traditional methods. EDI has helped companies exchange data for years, but it lacks
flexibility and is costly to maintain. And where an enterprise application integration
package can run into the hundreds of thousands of Euros, Web services that can meet
comparable business goals can be built for tens of thousands of Euros.
Top technology vendors, including BEA Systems, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and Sun,
have agreed to support a set of standard software technologies that resolve how
different computer systems should interact with each other. In addition to the data
exchange standard XML, three new standards, Simple Object Access Protocol
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(SOAP), Web Services Description Language (WSDL) and Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration (UDDI), allow Web Services talk to one another.
Apart from all the obvious applications they offer, they provide also a great force to
AmI applications, including domestic applications, health applications and many
others (e.g. industry and agriculture). Indeed, the Hydra project shows the resulting
product, making applications for the following three categories: home automation,
healthcare and agriculture. In the following, two of the most popular such fields are
analyzed, the domestic environment and the health sector.

Domestic Environment
Domestic applications often aim to a discreet and friendly interface with the computer
at home, but also in monitoring-energy savings. Green applications of optimization of
energy consumption are very flourishing. Even the giants of the Internet (Google and
Microsoft) are developing web monitoring software. Google powermeter is based on
the simple idea of tracking: when consumers monitor energy consumption, they tend
to spend less (Figure 2.19).

Figure 2.19 Google Powermeter: The winding up of Google for monitoring electricity
consumption

Users can monitor the power consumption at their home, from any Web browser via
their Google account. This is achieved by combining an API that presents online
charts with drivers, for devices measuring current or for power providers. The list of
participating companies constantly grows.
Microsoft, unsurprisingly, has proposed its own such web service called Hohm. Hohm
extends seemingly in a larger scale of applications. In addition to the charts, it appears
that there will be some combination of machine learning, so for proposals to be
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presented to the user based on their surfing habits. An interesting feature is the
cooperation with the Ford Motor Company, so for the Hohm to propose to the user the
best times to charge his Ford car (see Figure 2.20). Apart from that web service,
Microsoft investigates and demonstrates, as much long-term solution, the home of the
future filled with AmI facilities.

Figure 2.20 Microsoft Hohm and Ford optimize energy consumption at home

At the same time, the hardware becomes more accessible to home users. There are too
many international companies worldwide that offer automation products for home.
But with the development of technologies such as ZigBee and Zwave, these devices
can now be accessed via Web Services to be integrated in AmI scenarios.
Hydra implements such scenarios. HydraGizer, the part of the project for this domain,
enlists the infinite possibilities of such devices when there are Web Services that
monitor them. So, Figure 2.21 shows two different pieces of the application. On the
left, it depicts the main interface that relies on the interconnected devices and their
consumption, but it also configures the desired consumption at home. Depending on
this value, some devices may open or close. To the right, the application for Android
or for iPhone is shown. A part of the application identifies the devices using the
camera with pattern recognition and displays their consumption at that time. The other
part of the application displays the rooms and accepts parameters for consumer
devices.
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Figure 2.21 HydraGizer: to the left, the interface that provides centralized control of devices

Health Care
Ambient Intelligence and Web Services are equally effective in the field of health
care. Such applications are listed below, as presented in realistic scenarios for health
care in 2015 by a Hydra group, after extensive analysis of social, economic, cultural
and political factors.
As a result of integrating into small, solid web servers, the patients can "elevate" the
results of their examinations and autonomy from the surgery. For example, people
with risky diseases, that require constant monitoring, such as type II diabetes mellitus,
can now become independent.
This scenario involves conducting micro-testing with mobile devices (weight, blood
glucose and cholesterol levels), and automated alerts to the supervising physician (e.g.
by email when the results are satisfactory, and voice mail when the results exceed a
threshold, or not taken). Moreover such a system encourages the patient to exercise
recording, for example, the distances he traveled while running, and his records.
Finally, it ensures a proper diet filtering, for example, the unsuitable for patient meals
from mailing lists restaurants.
Some examples of the above are illustrated in Figure 2.22, as designed by the team of
the Hydra project. The diagram shows how the health monitoring devices that are
interconnected with Web Services, via the Hydra Middleware upload their data to
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Google health or the Microsoft HealthVault. These can be any devices, even the Wii
Fit.

Figure 2.22 HydraMiddleware via Web Services exposes data from health monitoring devices

Also, Figure 2.23 illustrates the interface of a doctor showing a patient's summarized
data.

Figure 2.23 Doctor interface from HydraMiddleware

Another innovation in health systems is the homogenization of heterogeneous medical
data. In line with the scope of home automation, a middleware based on Web Services
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is able to provide uniform access to data and functions of devices from different
manufacturers, communication protocols and data formats. In the health field, these
devices are the cardiograph, the x-ray etc. and can be consolidated into a common
framework.
According to the context-sensitive spirit of Ambient Intelligence, sensors for
environmental conditions can be installed in the hospital and in rooms where the tests
are being done. Privacy of the medical patient data can be secured with a centralized
online system. Each patient then authorizes the physician to display only the relevant
data.
Finally, in the field of medicinal products, applications are also referred to the benefits
of their legality and the good service for patients. An online prescriptions-delivery
system is proposed where the pharmacy receives the prescription directly from the
doctor and responds by delivering the drug to the patient. Thus, incorrect or illegal
prescriptions are prevented. All these require definite identification of patients and
drugs with RFID tags. Moreover, a drug (or any object) with RFID tag can be
detected and the path followed from its construction can be investigated (tracking), to
avoid phenomena of illegal medicine importation. Eventually, patients in the context
of autonomous treatment at home can have an electronic pocket for drugs that records
their doses, so there is no over-or under-consumption.
In conclusion, the technologies of Web Services and Ambient Intelligence have much
to offer in every aspect of modern life. The same applications can be extended to
many fields such as home automation, healthcare, industry. Ambient Intelligence is
the inevitable evolution of computing systems after the PC (Personal Computer),
while the Web Services-oriented architecture is already the most efficient and flexible
way to design computing systems.
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Problem Definition

From the previous chapters, it is evident that providing universal descriptions and
high-level interfaces for devices in sensor networks in particular and AmI
environments in general, significantly eases the tasks for application developers
without forcing them to be involved in complex issues related to heterogeneity of the
underlying technologies in different platforms.
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), in the form of Web Services, provides crossplatform access under a common access protocol (SOAP messages), resolving
accessibility issues. Semantic Annotations for Web Services and a suitable Web
Service Ontology disambiguate service descriptions, by making them machineinterpretable and enabling reasoning over their descriptions. As a result, automated
Web Service discovery and Web Service Matching/Selection is enhanced offering
major contribution to the overall system's intelligence.
The main aim of the thesis is the design and implementation of an ontology that
describes the devices constituting a sensor network deployed in a building enabling
remote monitoring and management of processes, through a web service interface, in
order to provide energy efficiency and better quality of life. This thesis is part of the
Smart International Hellenic University (Smart IHU) project aiming in the design,
development and evaluation of an Ambient Intelligence platform consisting of the
sensor networks, the middleware and the add-on functionalities (Intelligent
Applications) for creating a smart building in the International Hellenic University.

3.1 SMART IHU
Many technologies contribute to the blossom of AmI in the modern era. From
telecommunications, some new protocols promise to solve the problem of wireless
networking widgets at home, with low operating costs. Figure 3.1 illustrates one ideal
interconnected room. Sometimes the solutions to this challenge are given by
technologies based on power cords, sometimes from wireless protocols and
sometimes by their combination.
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Figure 3.1 Wireless interconnected Sensors and Actuators in a Smart Home

The Smart International Hellenic University project is a research project in the field of
Information Communication Technologies (ICT) for sustainable growth, energy
efficiency and better quality of life. The aim is the design, development and
evaluation of a platform consisting of the sensor networks, the middleware and the
functionalities for creating a smart building in the International Hellenic University.
The purpose of the proposed system is threefold:
o to aggregate the energy usage data of the building,
o to facilitate an interactive platform for remote monitoring and management of the
building‟s appliances and
o to further improve the buildings‟ intelligence through the improvement of
automation system interoperability.
The project incorporates the following steps (Figure 3.2):
o Design and deployment of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) for monitoring the
energy consumption in the building
o Integration of the wireless platforms using Semantic Web Services
o Design of energy aware algorithms for saving energy in Wireless Sensor
Networks
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o Optimization and evaluation of the adequate placement and range of the RFID
antennas and readers in IHU library

Figure 3.2 Smart IHU, the project’s steps

3.1.1

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system incorporates various wireless networks and integration platforms
providing remote monitoring and management of the campus. The elements of the
systems are:
o Wi-Fi Network
o ZigBee sensors and network
o RFiD tags and readers
o PC Agent
o Semantic Web Services Middleware for system integration
o Smart Meters
o Server
o User Interface and PDA data presentation
o Data Center for Green IT computations
o Gateways
o Renewable Energy Sources (RES), mainly solar.
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The system includes three operational layers, the Sensor Network, the Semantic Web
Service Middleware and the Intelligent Applications (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 The operational layers of the smart IHU system

Layer 1: Sensor Networks
A major step in assessing and reducing the energy consumption of a building, is
conveying information about energy consumption to end-users. To achieve the goal of
minimizing the buildings energy consumption and optimizing the energy use, the
deployment of sensor nodes is crucial. These sensors could be used to measure the
power consumed by the whole building or different individual appliances, including
lighting. To support such functionality, we implement a measuring and monitoring
system of IHU energy consumption, which functions in two scales:
o Large scale: Smart electricity meters are used to monitor the overall consumption
of a building or even a room that has a three-phase installation.
o Small scale: Wireless sensors are used to monitor the energy consumption of
individual electrical devices, such as heating and cooling, lighting, appliances
(PC, TV, fax).
In both cases, users are to receive information in multiple useful formats, both in past
time and in real time, and in different spatial granularity scales, ranging from
department-wide
characteristics.
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Large Scale Energy Monitoring
The focal point for the building's energy consumption is the Smart Meter, which
provides in near-to-real-time the amount of electricity being used in a three-phase
installation. Figure 3.4 shows the installation of clamp smart meters in the IHU
building. Upon installation, the smart meter begins communicating with collectors via
its internal 433 MHz radio. The received data are involved in calculations to estimate
the average power usage in different time intervals.

Figure 3.4 Smart meter installation in IHU building

Small Scale Energy Monitoring
To monitor the power consumption of individual electrical devices to which power is
delivered, a large number of sensors are used. The project focuses on Low Rate
Wireless Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs), which are characterized by low-cost,
low-power wireless devices with the ability of dynamic self-organization and selfconfiguration due to support of mesh connectivity. Figure 3.5 shows a wireless mesh
ZigBee network topology of Smart Plugs (Plugwise) deployed in every plug socket
and electrical panel (box) of the building. Each node in the network can transmit to
any other node in the network that is within its radio transmission range allowing for
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multi-hop communication. Sensor data transmitted can be gathered, displayed and
analyzed further at a central point, such as a PC.

Figure 3.5 A typical Zigbee network topology

Environmental Parameters Monitoring
The IHU platform will also accommodate sensors for developing building automation
systems that manage the environment, fire and security, etc. These sensors will also
rely on philosophy of the LR-WPANs. Figure 3.6 depicts a set of four Zigbee sensors
and a gateway that are being currently used for measuring temperature, humidity and
luminance throughout the IHU building. The data that is measured at the nodes is
transferred to a central processing server via the gateway.

Figure 3.6 A typical set of Zigbee sensors and gateway
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3.1.2

SMART IHU DEVICES

Plugwise
The "smart" electronics company, Plugwise, is located in the Netherlands and started
its operation in 2006. It produces several types of products such as actuators and
sensors, as well as software to control such items via computer.
The Plugwise network consists of a USB stick, which is connected to the computer
and a portal gateway called Circle+, that controls the network. The rest of the network
consists of the simple Circle devices or the Stealth appliances that are listed below.
Finally, on the computer that is connected to the stick, there is software developed by
the same company, which displays the data received from the devices organized and
allows other functions to be made by the user. In the network, a total up to 50
devices/stick can participate. This means that if we want to handle more than 50
devices we must use one or more additional stick.
The limitation of the above network is obvious, that is intended for small networks. If
we want to control the consumption of whole buildings, we cannot implement it easily
with the Plugwise platform.
In the following, there is an overview of the devices and their functions:
Circle and Circle+

The Circle actuator (Figure 3.7) is positioned between the plug and the device we
want to connect. It measures the consumption of the connected device and we can
switch it on/off at the touch of a button via the program Source which is displayed
below.
Inside it contains a small memory of about 512kb. So, after collecting data for the
consumption of the device, it stores and sends them via the Zigbee protocol to the
program, in order to be presented in diagrams.

Figure 3.7 The format of Circle or Circle +. Left UK, right, EU
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Each Circles network contains a Circle + (Figure 3.7). This actuator is the same as the
rest, but is also responsible for network management. It sees which Circles are
connected to the network and communicates with the USB stick which is connected to
the computer.
USB Stick

The USB Stick (Figure 3.8) is the mediator between the network of actuators and the
computer. It transfers to the computer the data of the devices and sends requests for
switching on/off the devices.

Figure 3.8 Plugwise stick
Source

Source program connects all the above and displays to the user their consumption in
organized charts (current and overall current consumption) (Figure 3.9) and allows
functions such as scheduling, creating groups and rooms for the classification of
devices.

Figure 3.9 Plugwise source
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Prisma Electronics
The Prisma Electronics company was founded in 1991 in Alexandroupolis concerning
the marketing of PCs. In the following years has evolved by setting up an electronics
sector and after 2004 a research and development sector. In 2009 he was awarded
from the well-known CERN University in Switzerland, with the gold award for
industry.
Prisma Electronics operates in many fields regarding its products. For this dissertation
we used the sensors manufactured by this company, which have the name Quax.
Quax

A Quax is a "smart" multi-sensory device (Figure 3.10). Its platform is constructed to
support multiple sensors simultaneously, such as temperature, humidity, light and
acceleration. It is based on a RISC microcontroller with very low energy
consumption, creating a convenient portable platform for data collection. The power
supply is fully controlled by software, in order to allow the user to create his own
power management strategy.

Figure 3.10 Prisma Quax

Main features:
o Long battery life by 2 AA batteries
o Zigbee Transmitter up to 10 mW
o Prisma Wave (dynamic choice of communication channel)
o Power Awareness
o Adjustment of power emission transmission for range greater than 1 km
o Live clock synchronization
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Figure 3.11 The PrismaSense network

Current Cost
The Current Cost company was founded in the UK in January 2004 with the aim of
broadcasting "live" the information for power consumption. In 2010, having sold
1,000,000 devices, Current Cost became the most experienced manufacturer of realtime consumption display screens.
It has manufactured several types of devices, but all focus on measuring power
consumption. The structure of the network is a transmitter that collects data and a
monitor that displays the power consumption.
In the following, the operation of the devices is described.
Transmitter

The transmitter is connected to the consumption we need to check. The red "claw"
that appears in the photo (Figure 3.12) is placed on the wire and by measuring the
magnetic field emitted it takes the wattage of the power that penetrates the cable at
that time. This sends the information to the energy monitor described below and is
displayed to the user.
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Figure 3.12 Current Cost transmitter
Energy Monitor

Energy consumption monitor (Figure 3.13) displays the following:
o Current consumption
o Cost
o Energy consumed in the previous day
o Energy consumed in the last 7 days
o Time
o Temperature

Figure 3.13 The energy consumption monitor of Current Cost company

This monitor is connected to the computer and stores the results to an XML file for up
to 4 years.
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Owl
The OWL platform was chosen as the fourth and last device package to cover the
measurement of energy consumption on a large scale. The utility of the Plugwise
devices lies in the individual monitoring of energy per device and especially in their
control. On the other hand, it is not a realistic scenario to connect any electrical
appliance in the house, especially when it comes to air conditioning systems and
lighting. Thus, the simplest unilateral solution of the OWL devices is conscripted,
which measure the total power consumption of a house.
Figure 3.14 illustrates the three main parts of the system. The system consists of Clips
which snap on the power cables. So, for the triphasic current 3 Clips are required.
Then, the 3 Clips (or the unique Clip) connect to the transmitter. The transmitter
wirelessly transmits the data to a display monitor that shows the consumption in KWh
and if configured properly, can convert the measurement to Euro.

Figure 3.14 The OWL Monitor, the Transmitter and the sensor Clip

Figure 3.15 shows such an installation and mainly, a practical way to connect the
sensor into the main electrical panel to record the total consumption of the house. The
transmitter and receiver-monitor promise very low power consumption; their batteries
hold 2 years.
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Figure 3.15 OWL's network

Finally, the connection to the computer can be with the USB Connect product, which
consists of a USB receiver and its software (Figure 3.16). The receiver can be
connected with up to 10 transmitters. Serious drawback is that while the computer is
turned off, the data is lost.

Figure 3.16 Computer connection with the OWL USB Connect

Layer 2: Semantic Web Service Middleware
In the smart building environment, a number of various sensors and gateways are
placed throughout the building. The deployed networks involve different
communication protocols, (such as Wi-Fi and Zigbee) data formats, working
platforms and configurations and many times different data abstraction levels.
However, the proposed architecture introduces integration of different software
architectures based on web services. Web Services and the Service Oriented
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Architecture (SOA), provide cross-platform access under a common access protocol
(SOAP messages), resolving accessibility issues. More particularly, the system is
designed for remote Internet-based operation: all building-wide monitoring and
controlling capabilities are published in the form of modular web services, while
automation design involves one centralized system to control the lights, electrical
devices and room temperature in a room. Most importantly, the middleware exposes
sensor data and actuator functions, so this part of the project includes developing APIs
for all the devices when needed.
Furthermore, Semantic Annotations for Web Services and a suitable Web Service
Ontology disambiguate service descriptions, by making them machine-interpretable
and enabling reasoning on them. As a result, automated Web Service discovery and
Web Service Matching/Selection is enhanced offering major contribution to the
overall system's intelligence.
Current topology includes some sensor networks and a single PC - the IHU Agent.
The latter hosts corresponding web services as shown in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17 Three platforms are integrated and exposed as Web Services on the IHU Agent PC
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In the long run, the goal architecture for Smart IHU and the middleware is shown in
Figure 3.18. The central IHU agent is no longer responsible to expose all devices but
rather low-power mini-PCs, Gateways, expose devices in their range.

Figure 3.18 Architecture of the Smart IHU system

Layer 3: Intelligent Applications
The top layer includes all these applications that explain the name „smart‟ in the title
of the target system. These applications include:
o Decision Making algorithms and device management
o Web Service Composition via AI-Planning and scheduling
o Optimization algorithms (for Shortest solutions)
o Mobile Services (Smartphone hosts come and go)
o Context-awareness capabilities for establishing AmI platform
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The main aim of the thesis is the design and implementation of an ontology that
describes the devices constituting a sensor network deployed in a building enabling
remote monitoring and management of processes, through a web service interface, in
order to provide energy efficiency and better quality of life.
In this chapter, we propose a solution, i.e. a Smart Device Network Ontology which
disambiguates service descriptions, by making them machine-interpretable and
enabling reasoning on them. For this development an ontology tool was required
There are 185 ontology development tools related to Semantic Web ontology
development [Techwiki.org] (possibly 90 or so are still in active use [Bergman,
2010]). For the implementation of our ontology we used the Protégé platform. The
main criterion for selecting Protégé was that it is the most popular open source
environment.
In the following sections, the proposed ontology and the tool used for its development
are described in detail.

4.1 THE ONTOLOGY TOOL: PROTÉGÉ
Protégé was developed by the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research at
Stanford University. Originally, it intended to simplify the knowledge acquisition
from expert systems. From the first edition, in 1987, until today several versions of
Protégé appeared, which were aimed at different types of knowledge acquisition
(knowledge bases, problem-solving methods, ontologies, etc.).
Protégé is distributed freely with Mozilla open-source permission at the Website of
Stanford University (http://protege.stanford.edu/). The latest version is 4.1 which is
available from July 26, 2011. Protégé is supported by a community of developers,
academics, government and corporate users, with 160,000 registered users so far.
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It is based on Java, it is extensible and provides the ability to add plug-ins. Protégé
platform supports two main ways to develop ontologies: Protégé-Frames and ProtégéOWL. In the following, Protégé-OWL component will be further analyzed, while this
is used to develop the ontology for this dissertation.

Protégé –OWL
Protégé-OWL is an extension of Protégé that supports the OWL language. An OWL
ontology consists of classes, properties, objects and instances. The Protégé-OWL
allows the user to:
o Load and save OWL and RDF ontologies
o Prepare and visualize SWRL classes, properties and rules
o Define logical class attributes
o Perform reasoners, which are applications able to infer logical consequences from
a set of asserted facts or axioms
o Draw OWL objects for the Semantic Web
Here are three screenshots of the Protégé-OWL. The first picture illustrates the class
editor screen, the second picture shows the properties editor screen and the third
image shows the Protégé-OWL extension, OWLViz with which the user visualizes
the ontologies.

Figure 4.1 The class editor screen
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Figure 4.2 The properties editor screen

Figure 4.3 Visualization through OWLViz

4.2 THE SMART DEVICE NETWORK ONTOLOGY
The Smart Device Network Ontology that we have developed for the Smart IHU
environment, is expressed using the Web Ontology Language OWL and includes
modular component vocabularies to represent the devices with associated
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functionalities. In particular, the ontology consists of 10 devices of various types
(sensors and actuators), their interdependencies and operations offered by the devices
along with their context of operation, namely location, time and environmental
conditions
The ontology also represents the context in which the various devices are operating,
along with their interdependencies, implemented in OWL, which is able to adapt
devices based on context, that is to say based on location and environmental attributes
(temperature, luminance, etc), reducing the amount of required user interaction and
facilitating the implementation of a context-aware middleware.
In the following paragraphs all the classes and concepts used in the Smart Device
Network Ontology will be analyzed in detail. For each class we define the superclass
and its subclasses and we give a short description. Then, we list and briefly describe
all the properties that this ontology has. Our Ontology consists of 42 named classes in
total and 36 properties, 17 of which are Object Properties and 19 are Datatype
Properties.
The ontology consists of nine basic classes (Figure 4.4): Device, Parameter,
Communication Protocol, Reading, User, Context, Location, Time and Operation.
These can be seen in the figure below.
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Figure 4.4 The main ontology concepts

The class Device (Figure 4.5) has as subclasses the Actuator and Sensor classes. The
Sensor class has as a subclass the MultiSensor class, whose subclass is in our case the
PrismaQuax class. Actuator has as a subclass the Display and the Action classes. Both
Actuator and Sensor have the subclass Actuator/Sensor, because a device might work
either as an actuator or a sensor, like the subclasses TouchScreen and SmartPlug that
can be seen in the picture below.

Figure 4.5 All children of the class Device
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The CommunicationProtocol class (Figure 4.6) has the subclasses: Wired and
Wireless. In the Wired class there is the PLC class which is divided into classes
Insteon and X10, while in the Wireless class there are the classes: Z-Wave and Zigbee.

Figure 4.6 All children of the class CommunicationProtocol

The class User (Figure 4.7) does not include any subclasses. It has only some object
properties, which are analyzed in the next section

Figure 4.7 All children of the class User

The class Location has four subclasses, Floor_No, Location_Name, Room_No and
Coordinates (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 All children of the class Location

The classes Context (Figure 4.9) and Time (Figure 4.10) don‟t include any subclasses.
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Figure 4.9 All children of the class Context

Figure 4.10 All children of the class Time

The

Parameter

class

(Figure

4.11)

has

the

Power

subclass

and

the

Environment_Conditions subclass, which in turn has as subclasses the: Noise,
Co2_level, Temperature, Lighting, Humidity and Pressure.

Figure 4.11 All children of the class Parameter

The Operation class (Figure 4.12) does not include any subclasses.

Figure 4.12 The class Operation
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Finally, the class Reading (Figure 4.13) has only some Datatype and Object
properties, which are analyzed in next section.

Figure 4.13 The class Reading

Figure 4.14 illustrates the entire ontology.

Figure 4.14 The Smart Device Network Ontology

The nine main concepts are interconnected in many ways: a user uses a device, a
device requires a protocol and has a context, a device returns a parameter and
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provides an operation; an operation manifestates a device (Figure 4.15), etc. The
ontology for Sensor/Smart devices is in fact an interface for corresponding SAWSDL
services and is interlinked with them through the operation class as devices provides
operations and operations are provided by services.
OWL Properties represent attributes or features of individuals, including relationships
with other individuals. There are two main types of properties, Object properties and
Datatype properties. Object properties are binary relations (a relation between two
things) on individuals, meaning that properties link two individuals together (Figure
4.15). For example, the property hasTime might link the individual Context to the
individual Time, or the property hasInput might link the individual Operation to the
individual Parameter. Datatype properties link an individual to an XML Schema
Datatype value or an RDF literal.
Properties can have inverses. For example, the inverse of “Sensor hasReading Y”, is
“Y isReadingOfSensor Sensor”. Properties can be limited to having at most a single
value, i.e. being “functional”. These „property characteristics‟ are explained in detail
in the following section. Figure 4.15 shows the Object properties along with their
domain and range classes.

Figure 4.15 The Object properties of the SDN ontology
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The Datatype properties that our ontology has are listed below (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Datatype properties of the ontology

Name
affiliation

Domain
User

Description
The User‟s associated
organizations
The Context‟s date
The User‟s e-mail

date
email

Time
User

frequency

Wireless

interface

Wired

manufacturer

Device

model_No

Device

name

User
Location_name
Parameter

nodes_No

Wireless

number
parameter

Floor_No
Room_No
Owl: Thing

phone

User

sensorName

Owl: Thing

The frequency of the
device
The interface of the
device (USB, WiFi,
Ethernet)
The manufacturer of the
device
The device‟s unique
model number
The User‟s name.
The name of the
Location.
The name of the
Parameter.
The number of nodes
that the Wireless
netwrok has
The number of the Floor
or the Room
The Environment and/or
power conditions
The User‟s phone
number
The name of the Sensor

time

Time

type

CommunicationPro
tocol

units

Parameter
PlugwiseCircle

values

Parameter

x_value

Coordinates

y_value

Coordinates

Range
string

Functional


date
string



Any



string



string



float



string





int

int



Any
int



string



The Context‟s time

time



The type of the
CommunicationProtocol
(Wired or Wireless)
The units of
measurement that each
device or condition has
The values of each
parameter
The coordinates of tha
device
The coordinates of tha
device

string



Any

Any
float



float



Some indicative screenshots of the properties, both Datatype and Object, that SDN
ontology has, are illustrated below.
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Figure 4.16 Properties of CommunicationProtocol

Figure 4.17 Properties of Device

Figure 4.18 Properties of Z-Wave

Figure 4.19 Properties of Reading

Figure 4.20 Properties of User
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4.3 APPLICATION TO THE SMARTIHU ENVIRONMENT
In this subsection we present the ontology instances that we have developed in order
to represent the specific sensor network devices that exist currently in the Smart IHU
environment.
The developed ontology was applied in IHU. There are various sensor network
devices currently installed at IHU. Their readings are currently available in the Smart
IHU portal which is illustrated in Figure 4.21. On the left we can view the sensors that
are currently recorded and on the right the values that are being displayed on the Web.

Figure 4.21 The Smart IHU portal: The device tree and the corresponding chart

We applied the ontology for these sensors, creating the corresponding instances. In
total, there are 8 instances. More specifically, 3 Smart Plug sensors/actuatos
developed by the Plugwise Company that measure the power/energy consumption of
devices attached to them. Also they can switch on or off the power supply of these
devices. These 3 devices are connected to a PC, Room lighting for a room and to a
TV. Furthermore, there are 3 SensorBoard sensors by Prisma Electronics that measure
lighting, humidity and temperature of the IHU Data Center, an Office and a
Classroom. Finally, there are 2 Smart Clampers by the CurrentCost Company, which
measure the power and enegy consumption and get average, maximum and minimum
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values. One of them corresponds to the university‟s data center and the other
corresponds to building A of IHU.
We include here 3 screenshots from the Protégé platform that illustrate some
indicative instances of our ontology described above. The PlugwiseCircle device
instance (Figure 4.22), the instance tree of this class (Figure 4.23) that shows at a
glance all the properties and the values that this class has. Finally, we include a
screenshot of all the instances of our ontology (Figure 4.24).

Figure 4.22 Instance of the Plugwise Circle Device
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Figure 4.23 The instance tree of the class PlugwiseCircle

Figure 4.24 The SDNO instances
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4.4 RELATED WORK
In the last years much research has been initiated in the area of onotologies for
creating context-aware computing infrastructures, ranging from small embedded
devices to high-end service platforms. Three ontologies are presented briefly in the
following. The AMI MAS ontology for event management and response generation,
the Extensible Context Ontology for creating context-aware computing infrastructures
and the Entertainment Resource Ontology that allows travelers to listen to music or
watch short movies on their mobile devices when they are waiting to an airport.

4.4.1

AMI MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM

This ontology [Santofimia et al., 2011], proposes handling the issues of event
management and response generation through the use of a semantic model for
ambient intelligence which describes what actions and events are, how they are
connected, and how computational systems should think about their meaning. This
semantic model adopts the Davidsonian view of actions and events (Figure 4.25).
Apart from the concept of action and event, some other relevant entities also exist
whose semantics are modeled. The service concept exhibits a core position in this
model. Services are described in terms of the actions that they can undertake and the
objects or things receiving such actions (Figure 4.26).
Compared to our ontology, this is smaller (fewer classes), it takes also into account
the semantics and the context and like our‟s is a general ontology that can be used in
various applications.

Figure 4.25 Actions and Events
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Figure 4.26 The MAS ontology

4.4.2

EXTENSIBLE CONTEXT ONTOLOGY FOR AMI

This is an adaptable and extensible context ontology (Figure 4.28) for creating
context-aware computing infrastructures, ranging from small embedded devices to
high-end service platforms. The ontology [Preuveneers et al., 2004 solves several
problems in Ambient Intelligence, such as application adaptation, automatic code
generation and code mobility, and generation of device specific user interfaces.
It consists of four basic context entities: (i) user, the central concept in context-aware
computing, (ii) environment, the description of relevant aspects of the user‟s
surroundings, (iii) platform, the hardware and software of the device or devices
through which a user interacts with the application or services and (iv) service,
functionality offered in the user‟s environment (Figure 4.27).
Compared to our ontology, this is smaller (very few classes), it has similar content,
and it is context-aware like our ontology but is more general, ranging from small
devices to high-end platforms.
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Figure 4.27 The four basic context entities

Figure 4.28 The Extensible Context Ontology for AMI

4.4.3

THE ENTERTAINMENT RESOURCE ONTOLOGY

The Entertainment Resource Ontology [Mokhtar, 2007] depicted in Figure 4.30,
allows travellers who are waiting for their flight to an airport, to listen to music or
watch short movies on their mobile devices. It takes as input a Resource Name and
provides users with corresponding video and sound resources. So, it has two outputs
that are annotated with the concepts Video Resource and Sound Resource
respectively. Both these outputs are associated with the all-values-from annotation
type because the server does not have any restriction regarding file types. For
example, for music resources, it can provide either mp3, ogg or midi files according to
the user‟s preferences. In addition, this capability is of category Digital Server
associated with the some-values-from annotation type as it can act as Music or a
Video server but not as a Game Server.
On the other hand, the required capability that may reside in the handheld of a mobile
user has the same input as the provided capability and an output of type
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EntertainmentResource associated with the type some-values-from. This means that
the user looks for any type of resource among video, game and sound that corresponds
to the topic he/she gives as input. The category of this capability, i.e., Entertainment
Server is also given a some-values-from annotation type, which means that any server
among video, music and game server would satisfy the request.
Compared to our ontology, this is similar concerning the semantics, but different
beacause it is Qos-aware, whereas ours is context-aware. Furthermore it is less
general than our ontology as it concerns a specific domain of application.

Figure 4.29 The Entertainment Resource Ontology

Figure 4.30 Example of QoS Ontology
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Today, we are on the threshold of a new era where previously inaccessible sensors
become available to the general public. Applications of sensor networks vary from
applications in agriculture, health care, smart buildings and Ambient Intelligence
(AmI) i.e. the merging of computer with everyday human activity. All major IT and
electronics companies are interested in the research of Ambient Intelligence: HP,
Nokia, Microsoft, Philips are a few examples.
Energy Management Systems and Building Control Systems are becoming a very
important area of growth in the 21st century Green Economy. The Smart International
Hellenic University project (Smart IHU) is a research project for creating a smart
building in the International Hellenic University aiming to the design, and
development of a platform consisting of sensor networks for controlling the lights,
electrical devices, room temperature, etc. in a remote Internet-based operation,
targeting in sustainable growth, energy efficiency and better quality of life.
Semantic Web is the extension of the World Wide Web enabling people to share
content beyond the boundaries of applications and websites. The Semantic Web
expresses a vision in which the information is now "understandable" by computers, to
increase their capabilities and automate procedures related to the discovery of
information sharing and, consequently, the combination of information found on the
Web.
Ontologies are a valuable tool for the Semantic Web, providing a common
understanding of a field, to overcome differences in meaning and terminology of the
importance of terms. They support semantic interoperability between applications of
the World Wide (and semantic) Web. These applications include search engines,
information portals, intelligent agents and web services.
Sensor networks in many applications (and in the Smart IHU project) involve
different communication protocols, (such as Wi-Fi and Zigbee) data formats, working
platforms and configurations. Providing universal descriptions and high-level
interfaces for sensor and actuator data significantly eases the tasks for application
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developers without forcing them to be involved in complex issues related to
heterogeneity of the underlying technologies in different platforms.
Web services, a major trend in software technology for creating Web-based
applications, provide cross-platform access under a common access protocol (SOAP
messages) resolving accessibility issues, offering also flexibility, reusability, loosely
connection, linking a variety of platforms and applications. Within the Smart IHU
project, it has been proposed that Web Services could become the universal, highlevel API needed by application developers for sensor networks.
Service Description is an important part of accessing a service. Most service
description languages are targeted at machine consumption, allowing automatic
search and classification of services, but it can be consumed by human, to clarify the
use of some parameters or the semantic of operations performed. While the syntactic
descriptions provide information about the structure of input and output messages of
an interface and about how to invoke the service, semantics are needed to describe
what a Web service actual does. These semantics, when expressed in formal
languages, disambiguate the description of Web services interfaces, paving the way
for automatic discovery, composition and integration of software components.
Semantic annotations for Web Services and a suitable Web Service Ontology
disambiguate service descriptions, by making them machine-interpretable and
enabling reasoning on them.
This was actually the aim of this thesis. The design and implementation of an
effective ontology that represents the devices constituting a sensor network deployed
in a building, as semantic web services, enabling remote monitoring and management
of processes, to provide energy efficiency and better quality of life. It was developed
in OWL language using the Protégé (and Protégé-OWL) platform, an open-source
Java based platform for developing ontologies.
The final ontology is an adaptable and extensible ontology for creating context-aware
computing infrastructures, ranging from small embedded devices to high-end service
platforms. We presented the ontology instances that we have developed in order to
represent the specific sensor network devices that exist currently in the Smart IHU
environment and thus, to evaluate our ontology.
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In the future, the ontology developed in terms of this thesis, could be enhanced by
supporting more devices and by the connection with the existing Web Services of the
Smart IHU environment via SAWDSL. Finally, a specialized GUI could be built,
web-based, through which to populate the ontology beyond the Protégé platform.
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ENGLISH TERMS
Acronym

Definition

AmI

Ambient Intelligence

RISC

Reduced Instruction Set Computing

WS

Web Service

SWS

Semantic Web Service

SW

Semantic Web

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network

WSMO

Web Service Modeling Ontology

WSDL

Web Services Description Language

SAWSDL
SOAP

Semantic Annotations for WSDL
Simple Object Access Protocol
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